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Ho w can sound. light and tirne shape space, and ho w c m  material mediafe these 
quafities of space. intensifying experience and establishing a deeper cunnection 
between the individual and their environment? 

There is a growing schism between people and their objects. and further. between people and the built environment. It is 

what Martin Heidegger refers to as ;he loss of nearness between people and their world. This project's position that both 

sensory expertence and matertal expression establish the foundations on which people and objects relate. This proposition 

suggests that "nearness" between people and their wortd requires a fundamental understanding or appreciation of their own 

environmental or architectural expertences. Our senses assemble our experience and are a means of amplifying the poten- 

tial transactions (connections) between body, imagination and environment. The environment or existing context k v a s  con- 

sidered a catalyst to engage the interactions between the body and the imagination which can develop a greater affinity 

between the rndividual and his/her environment. 

The project is concerned with space and is structured aroond these ideas: space and the individual; space and the:  space 

and matter: space: the expertence ot architecture. The event is a music centre for the rehearsal, performance and observation 

of music. 

The site offers a hoad experiential spectrum to both the eye and the ear. It is on the Halifax wateffront. below Lower Water 

Street, immediately adjacent to the decornmissioned Nova Scotia Puwer station. The east side of the site is defined by the 

edge of the harbour and the west by lower Water Street. There exist two distinct sonic and visual environments: one urban, 

one industrtal: one on the Street. one on the water. 

ihere are a nurnber of distinct roles that each individual plays throughout the event, Le., a person iistening. rehearsing or 

performing. Examinmg each of these roles over time began to have some direct architectural implications. For example. 

point of entry. time of enrry, procession to and frorn the event. role during the event. al1 have distinct "moments or episodes" 

for each of the participants. 

Episodes represeflt points of percepruai intensity or focus throughout the event and most of the investigation surrounds this 

particutar issue - creatinq episodes :vnich are perceptually distinct or recognizabie throughout the duration of the event to 

each of the partic~pants. Frarnes and threshold becarne primary tools for deconstructing the ambient perceptual context 

through subtle environmental changes that affect the perceptions of space (volume, Iight. texture. etc.) and the event. 



How can Sound, light and time shape space, and how can matenalmediate these qualities olspace, 
intensitjing experience and esfablishing a deeper conneclion behveen Ihe individual and their envi- 
mnment? 



We have a mental need to expe-e the real~?y alat we are rooted in the continuiïy of tirne, 
and in the man-made world it is the task of architecture tu facilitate thjs expenénce. ' 

There is a growing schism between people and their objects, and further, between people and the built environment. It is 

what Martin Heidegger refers to as the loss of neamess between people and their world. The ment  acceleration of technol- 

ogy has altered the way in which we live. The complexity of materials and their assemblies has slowly reduced their intelli- 

gibility. ultimately widening the gap between "people and their world." Much of architecture today follows its own rationale 

outside of human interests. where banality or speculative false reality is a substitute for real experience.* Architecture c m  

begin with "real experiencePwinstead of economy, image or functional programming. The experiential aspects of space and 

architecture present opportunities to link the individual to the environment in which they live. 

As buildings lose their association with the logic of the body and human experience they become detached and have a 

tendency to lie only within the visual modality. It is the isolation of the eye from its interaction with the other senses that 

fragments perception, and reinforces the sense of detachment. The sense of sight implies exteriority, whereas sound creates 

an experience of interiority. I regard an object. but sound approaches me; the eye reaches but the ear receives. Sight is a 

sense of the solitary observer, whereas hearing creates connection and solidarity: our look wanders lonesorneiy into the dark 

depths of the cathedral. but it is the sound of the organ that makes us immediately experience ouf affinity with the space? 

Al!hough these senses are abstract or intangible they have the potential to converge, shape space and hone spatial cogni- 

tion. through which Bernard Tschumi calls "environmental triggersl" that evoke perceptions. and intensify spatial experience 

and awareness. 

Juhani Pallasmaa suggests that the task of architecture is the reconciliation between ourseIves and the world, and that this 

mediation takes place through the senses.' It is my position that both sensory experience and material expression establish 

the foundations on which people and objects relate. ferhaps "nearness" between people and their world requires a funda- 

mental understanding or appreciation of their own environmental and architectural experiences. Our senses assemble our 

experience and are a means of arnplifying the potential transactions (connections) between body, imagination and environ- 

ment. 



The eye and the ear resemble each other in s a l e  and number, and their functions both result in the perception of tectonic 

matter. They are the sensory mechanisms through which we construct sense-ual experiences, memories. and a context 

within which we place ourselves. One could investigate their absolute psycho-semantic potential; they bath possess the 

potential to came and delineate space. but they remain abstract and disconnected from others until they act within a collec- 

tive context. Space gives form and proportion: time supplies it with life and intensity6 Space is a product of both the object 

and the activities surrounding it. It is the distinct experience of space that engages the individual and constructively supports 

the event. 

The event (place and time) can limit and establish a context for the play of the senses. It makes place and time distinct by 

framing them in a temporal instant. The project is a music centre that contains the events of rehearsal, performance and 

observation of music. Particular temporal instants are selected and frarned within the event. As each instant is framed and 

then bleeds into the next. the event is described and limited. A more complete play of the senses is assembled and 

experienced, amplifying the potential transactions (connections) between the body, imagination and the environment. 

Much of this investigation has been hinged on a method of framing or boundary - making space/matter/time distinct. 

Constructing limits. or drawing a line around each episode or moment to bring forward particular elements of context within 

the event is the general strategy. Each of the participants will experience the event differently, and by considering each stage 

of the procession. there begins to develop points of thematic intensity: approach, entry, corridors, collective spaces and 

prlmary even t spaces. 

A music centre presents a situation where not only the building but the participants become integral to the experience. Each 

of the participants occupies a particular role in the event. but al1 share a general processional experience of the event. The 

intent was to create an enveloping environment where architecture magnifies the expressive dimension of sound/music and 

vice versa. 

The events tend to suggest a enclosed or isolating environment which could result in a self-referentfal intervention. At what 

level does the site matter or what influence can the site have on the eveflt? The site offers a context within the continuum of 

the participant upon arriva1 and departure, distinct from the event. I have chosen a site that offers a broad experiential 

spectrum to both the eye and the ear. It is on the Halifax waterfront. below Lower Water Street, immediately adjacent to the 

decommissioned Nova Scotia Power station. The east side of the site is defined by the edge of the harbour and the West by 

Lower Water Street. There exist two distinct sonic and visual environments: one urban. one industrial: one on the street, one 

on the water. (See figure 1) 



Site Plan (figure 1) 

As one of the malor outbound routes from the Halifax Containership Yard, Lower Water Street experiences heavy 
traffic. There has been considerable development along the harbour's edge. It has experienced a rapid shift from 
industrial to pedestrian use. New boardwalks. benches. lighting, and vendor's licences have been erected and 
secured Io catalyse pedestrian use and growth. This site sits currently on the southern edge of this developrnent, 
aiong the boardwalk which will eventually extend to Point Pleasant Park at the extreme southern tip of the Halifax 
Peninsula. 

This project would extend the boardwalk to the north face of the power plant where it could connect up to an existing 
pier structure. Morris Street runs easVwest and currently ends at Lower Water Street. It has been extended as a 
pedestrian link onto an open-air court which could be used for outdoot performances. The court has been defined 
by the south wall of the music centre and north side of the power plant and on the east, it is open to the water's edge. 



"Field" is a terrn used to describe the source and extent of the perceptual material that is recognized by an individual at any 

given time. This material could include a combination of visual. aural. physical and mental stimuli. All of these sources are 

interpreted by the senses and assembled into a cohesive experience unique to the individual. 

No two people will experience or perceive any given space the sarne. Consider the context by which people rnove through 

and experience space. There are a large number of facets that contribute to the resultant experience. making each and every 

encounter unique. The project lies within the experience of space and the affinity of the individual to his/her environment. 

Therefore. the building becomes an instrument or implement for sensory experience. The more it engages the senses, the 

more potential cornbinations/transactions between the body, imagination and the environment can be made, strengthening 

the connection between the individual and the building. 

The project began witn the analysis of the events and those involved, and the context that it rnay establish in terms of spatial 

experience. Unpacking these events described and revealed aspects of each field. lmmediately there is a distinction between 

active und a passive events. i.e. a person present to perform/rehearse vs. a person present to observe. 

Examining each of these foies over time begins to have some direct architectural implications: for example, point of entry, 

time of entry, procession to and from the event. These moments of thematic intensity have been called episodes. Each 

episode also represent points of perceptual intensity or focus. Most of the investigation surrounds this particular issue - 
rnaking a series of episodes perceptually distinct, by bringing forward or suppressing elements of context for each of the 

participants. 

We are seldom aware of how much we can hear or see at any given time. For instance. a person walking down the Street. 

involved in their own activities. is unlikely to focus on particular aspects of the arnbient noise ka t  surrounds them - such as 

a bird singing. Now. if you were asked to listen for the sounds of birds singing, you would likely begin to bring forward 

distinct elements from the ambient sound field while suppressing others. It is the act of framing distinct elements both 

sonically and visually that begins to envelop the individual in rnany ways; it engages the eyes, the ears and the intellect. 

A series of frames and thresholds were primary tools for deconstructing the ambient context through subtle enviionmental 

changes that affect the perceptions of space (volume, light. texture, etc.) and the event. By diagrarnrnatically rnapping or 

coding these experiences in series, they becarne departure points for translation into buitt form. The episodes are the 

primary units for mapping, with ambient sound and light included. Therefore, each episode becarne a filter or implernent. 

Codes la. 2a and 3a (figures 2,4.6) describe the sonic experience of a person observing, performing and rehearsing, 

respectively. Sirnilarly. Codes 1 b. 2b and 3b (figures 33.7) describe the magnitude and distribution of indirect ambient 

light. 



Code la: o perron obrerving (figure 2 )  

ambient noise 
-+ threshold 

a perceptual field (space) where arnbient noise 
and visual image are framed to establish a 
distinct experience. A space where your own 
sounds and movements are arnplified within a 
truncateu conIext. 

a field filled with arnbient sounds of the event 
and an isolated view of the main space 

a field where distinct sound fuses to a dis- 
tended ambrent level Physical mavernent 
lhrough the field increases intelligibility of the 
contributing generators. 

a field devoid of context (visual. physical, aural) 
where perceptions converge to a threshold. 

a field where the event frames the moment. 
and the passive participant experiences the 
event as the active. 

a field of constructive perceptual experiences 
where the passive individual establishes an 
affinity with the space and the event. 



Code Ib: a perron obrerving (figure 3) 

a b 1- - y iii . = - 
--' fight - shade 

a perceptual field (space) where daylight and 
visual image are framed to establish a distinct 
experience white marking the beginning of 
the event. 

a field filled with diffuse daylight which spills into 
a large volume, allowing an isolated view of the 
main space. 

a field composed of isolated views of the main 
space and the exterior contexl frorn either side of 
the path. 

a field composed of illuminated shafts of Iight 
leaking from rehearsal space as, seen by the 
passive participant from the performer's 
perspective. 

a field devoid of context (visual. physical. aural) 
where perceptions converge to a threshold. 

a field of constructive perceptual experiences 
where the passive individual establishes an 
affinity with the space and the event. and Iight 
leakage from rehearsal spaces acts as a back 
drop for the prirnary event 



Code 20: o perron performing (figure 4) 

. ambrent noise 
-+ threshold 

a perceptual field (space) where ambient noise 
and visual image are framed to establish a distinct 
experience. A space where your own sounds 
and movements are amplified within an immedi- 
ate truncated context. 

a field devoid of context (visual. physical. aural) 
where perceptions converge to a threshold. 

a field where sensory experience is generated 
within an isolated and irnmediate context. 

a field where the event frames the moment. and 
the active participant experiences the event as the 
passive. 

a field devord of context (visual. physical. aural) 
where perceptions converge to a threshold. 

a field of constructive perceptuat experiences 
where the active individual establishes an affinity 
with the space and the event. 



Code 2b: a perron perfarming (figure 5) 

- - light - shade 

a perceptual field (space) wtiere daylight and 
visual image are framed to establish a distinct 
experience while marking the beginning of the 
event. 

a field composed of isolated views of the main 
space and the exterior context from either side of 
the path. 

a field filled with diffuse daylight which spills into 
a large volume. 

a field devoid of context (visual. physical. aurai) 
where perceptions converge to a threshold. 

a field of constructive perceptual experiences 
where the active participant establishes an affinity 
with the space and the event. and light leakage 
from rehearsal spaces acts as a back drop for the 
primary event from either side. 



Code 3a: a perron rehearsing (figure 6) 

'. ambient noise 
-+ threshold 

1. a perceptual field (space) where ambient noise 
and visual image are frarned to establish a distinct 
experience. A space where your own sounds and 
movements are amplified within a truncated 
context. 

2. a field where sensory experience is generated 
within an isolated and immediate context. 

3. a field devoid of context (visual. physical, aural) 
where perceptions converge to a threshold. 

4. an intimate field of constructive perceptual 
experiences where the active individual estab- 
lishes an affinity with the space and the event 
relative only to themselves. 



Code 3b: a perron rehearring (figure 7) 

- - light - shade 

a. a perceptual field (space) where daylight and 
visual image are framed to establish a distinct 
experience white marking the beginning of the 
even t . 

b. a field filled with diffuse daylight which spills 
into a large volume. 

c. a field composed of isolated views of the 
main space and the exterior context from either 
side of the path. 

d. an intimate space with light leakage only from 
its entry and from an isolated slot into the 
main space. 



How can the conception of built form transcend static representation and the procliviîy toward 
tts linear fecfonic creaf~on? 

The bridge between object and experience rnust traverse the observer and the context in which they operate. The experience 

of time is always relative to the individual. that is to Say, one is only conscious of what one perceives, and running parallel is 

an absolute continuum in which one's own consciousness is situated. The individual frames, carves and isolates their own 

real i ty . 

As a design stiategy, this thesis attempts to make experiences distinct by revealing their relative existence to the absolute at 

multiple scales. This can occur by placing or frarning the event (relative) within a context-site (absolute). and also by placing 

or framing episodes (relative) within the event (absolute). By allowing the individual to weave between an absolute and 

relative context the potential transactions/combinations between the body. imagination and the environment increase. 

Architecture 1s more than the object, it is also its duration and its use. Conventional architectural representations exist as 

abstractions of the object. Similarily, built form could be considered an abstraction of architecture until it is experienced over 

tirne. It seems fundarnental to the process that a building's conception reflect or account for this abstraction and find 

methods of representing the experience of a building over time. 



Note: The following collection of images and drawings appeared in large format as a series of two-part overlays. The 
images and drawings in this document appear independent for logistic purposes. 



section aa 'i 

Çpirode 1: 
Mer io r  Enhy Chamber 

This chamber is the first episode and the en- 
try into the building from the east side. A 
person first crosses a wooden pier that 
bridges a harbour inlet. moving from a vast 
space to a slightly more defined space that 
is bound on one side by a cânted board 
forrned concrete wall. and open water on the 
other. fhere is a shift in both sonic and Spa- 



Epirode 1: 
Exlerior Entry Chamber Conted 



plan detail 

fpisode 2: 
Exlerior htry Corridor 

section aa 

This wall is part of the first episode and defines 
the entry into the building from the West side. A 
person entering the building would travel be- 
tween these walls, moving from a vast space to 
a slightly more defined space that is bound on 
one side by a canted board formed concrete wall. 
and a busy street on the other. There is a shift in 
both sonic and spatial scale. The sound gener- 
ated froni between the walk - t.e.. footsteps. 
voices. blowing wind or an orchestrai rehearsal 
- envelop the observer. The wall itself has also 
been designed to filter or limit the ambient sonic 
spectnim and image from the street that's per- 
ceivable by the observer. The linear slots in the 
wall are intended to allow the individual a lim- 
ited (framed) view of what they are hearing. The 
alumtnum tubes mounted within them can be 
tuned to resonate with certain frequencies of wind 
gusts or pedestrian impact. The result is a space 
charged with sounds from the individual, the im- 
mediate context and the environment. 

The intent was to create a heightened state of 
perceptual awareness between the individual and 
their immediate context (the street's edge). 



Epirode 2: 
Ederior .€ntv Corridor Context 



The crush halls are the second episodes from either 
entrante. As a person crosses the threshold from the 
first to the second episode, they experience a signifi- 
cant shift in scale and context. The larger volumes of 

plan detail these halls permit a broader spectnim of arnbient noise 
that is specific to the event. i.e.. a crowd of people, mov- 
ing people. sound leakage from the rehearsal corridor. 



Episode 3: 
Main C N S ~  Hall Conhd 



Episode 4: 
Rehearral Corridor 

The rehearsal corridor is situated next to the cmsh halls. Their 
volumes are srnall, jutaposed with the larger crush halls and 
auditorium. The experience is tight and intense. 

The resultant fieid is generated by the confluence of rehearsal 
sound and framed view into the auditorium and to the exterior. 
The prirnary experience is sonic and by suppressing the visual 
spectrum the ear can eclipse the eye. The absence of Iight 
can accelefate the presence of sound. Therefore the corridor 
is dim and the materials are hard. 

plan detail: field generators 

The rehearsal corridor is a space where independent sources 
converge to generate a homogenous level of ambient noise. It 
is only after you begin to move through the corridor that the 
sources begin Io distinguish themselves and separate from the 
collective. There are a number of srnaller spaces off the main 
corridor which permit the individual a higher degree of inti- 
macy. 

The intent was to create a sonic experience from a mixture of 
fragments from adjacent episodes. This is an episode which 
requires active participation: movement. 



section aa 

Epirode 5: 
Auditorium 

This auditorium is the last major episode during the event from the perspec- 
- tive of the observer. The corridor into the auditorium is long, slender and 





plan detail a l  ' 

Epirode 6: 
Rehearsal Roomr 

The rehearsal spaces are situated behind 
the north end of the auditorium. They vary 
in size and configuration: the smalles; sit 
one and the laryest up to five These spaces 
take advantage of the diffusive convex 
structure from the raked sealing of the au- 
ditorium. 

Each mom would not only Vary in scale 
and iom. but also in matenal Surface S CA 
ture. surface density and surface form al1 
contribute to irie qsponse of the space. 

Providing a variefy of moms allows the 
individual(s) a selection of distinct spaces 
or responses. 

The act of rehearsal requires concentration 
and focus. These spaces are intirnate and 
isolating. intending to allow the individual 
to be enveloped in the event. The primary 
experience is sonic and therefore the eye 
is suppressed by dim lighting and a con- 
strained material pal~tte. The response of 
each room may be altered by large copper 

tuning vessels. The vesse1 cavity vol- 
ume is varied with water. and would 
slowly fill. altering thereverberation tirne. 
They would generate a low ambient 
sound level prior to the rehearsal ses- 
sion. 

The intent was to mate an experience 
wttere the physical extents of space fade 
as the individual becornes envelaped 
in the event. 



Lewl 1: Orchestra floor Plan 
(tigure 8) 

1 Streetside Entry 
2. Crush Hall 
3. Ensemble Room 
4 Rehearsal Room 
5 Rehearsal Corriaor 
6. Crush Hall 
7 Harbourside Entry 
8.  Auditorium Corridor 
9. Orchestra Platform 
10. Ground level Seating 
11 Instrument Storage 
12. Performer s Entry 
13 Auditorium Corridor 
14. Box Office 
15. Coat Check 
16 Courtside Entry 
17 Service Room 



Level 2: Balcoq floor Plan 
(figure 9) 

Two storey Crusn Hall 
Service 
Second level Crush 
Rehearsal Room 
Rehearsal Corridor 
Two storey Crush Hall 
Auditorium Corridor 
Second level Baicony Seating 
Orchestra Piaiform 
Ground level Seating (below) 
Second level Baicony Seating 
Perforrner s Lounge 



The question: 

Haw can sound, light and lime shape space. and how can material mediate these qualities 
of space, intensifying expenence and establishing a deeper connection behveen Ihe 
~ndividual and lheir envmnmenl? 

By confronting this question with a conventional building program. a rigorous. involved evaluation and design strategy 

developed. Although some of the crittcism of the work suggested a less conventional program, I believe that the music 

centre, being grounded and well estabtished. provided the substance for study. That's not say that I do not believe there to 

be merit in alternat~ve design strategies. However. when dealing with the representation of spatial experience it seems 

important to be able to draw upon collective experiences and imagination. 

As the premise of the thesis surrounded the experiential nature of space, most of the studies occurred in model forrn. In an 

attempt to prevent myself and others from evaluating the modeis as objects, they were presented in image form. Photogra- 

phy provided a rneans of shifting scale. and permitted an opportunity to experience the building and not the models. 

Most of the final presentation surrounded these images. I chose not to represent al1 of the building in conventional architec- 

tural represenrations. and this was met with some opposition. The intent was to document the building as it would be 

experieflced and not as it would be built. Most of the presentation followed the design organization as episodic. This 

prevented others from viewing the buildrng as a whole. However. in retrospect. I do believe that the addition of some 

conventional representations wouid benefit the discussion surrounding the work. and for myself. would also aid in the 

development or refinement of tne design. 

Further work would include the overall representations that better document the building. There is also a difficulty in 

communicating sonic and temporal experience. 1 think that further studies would include more active or actual experiences, 

opposed to described. This begins to suggest built form. or at least constructions that permit the viewer an active role. Any 

work that actively engages those viewing the prolect would definiteiy strengthen the response to the question. 
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